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VOCATIONAL.TRAINING PROGRAMME IN SLiDCTRICITY IN SELECTED

■ FRKNCH-SPSAKING AFRICAN COUNTRIES

Everyone is of the opinion that vocational training in the

developing countries is the most i .a port ant i'actor. in their social

progress and one which opens the way to economic growth. ....

Directors of public or.private electricity establishments also

agree that the major constraints to plant expansion are mainly.those

o£.staff training and raising funds for their projects.

Finding the right man for the job ie a problem to bo found at

all levels, from ordinary workers to engineers, from supervisory staff

to technicians. A wide range of skills is involved and a constant effort

has to be made to keep, abreast of the rapid evolution in technology

which is characteristic of up-to-date industriG3.

• Origin of the^programmes' .

So far, the initiative has been taken by the establishments .

themselves to set up vocational training programmes which were found

to.be indispensable for operating and supervisory, staff* . Reasons for ■

this are numerous, " Particular mention should be made of the fact that

. there is on one-hand, for all pratical purposes, a lack of the required

skills on' the. market, and on. the1 other, the fact that the promotion of the

talented members of the staff in the establishment is-widely considered

as the best' solution for the recruitment, always a delicate matter, of

middle-level staff. .It should be■noted"that. the.increasing complexity

of machines and installations - their, similarity1 to the type of equipment ■:

used in the' heavily industrialized countries is increasing — and the

rapid change in tha methods of. production only accentuate this trend.

" It is, nevertheless;, with some satisfaction that attention can bedrawn

to the progress made during recent years by the traditional educational

institutions.. They have begun to collaborate with the establishments' .

to provide local training in those skills which may be readily used

■. in the trades and specific tasks in those establishments producing and

distributing the. electricity. But, in this respect, there is still

much to be done, particularly in the preparation of programmes and

teaching methods as well as in the training of teaching' staff.

Co-operation with Electricite de France

For a period of some twelve years, many establishments producing

and distributing electricity in developing countries, and in particular

French—speaking African countries, have been co-operating-with Slectricite

de. France m finding solutions to their vocational training problems for

all levels' of staff.
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The programme which'has been developed, planned and carried, out,

taking into account results obtained in Electricite de France and in . \

■ other foreign countries usually takes the following form : r :

Operating staff - after requesting the help-of the Bcoles de metiers
d'Electricite de France, a natural choice was that of systematic local

training in the vocational training centres1set up by the"companies and . ;
■perfectly suited to their qualitative and quantitative needs. At present, i;
22 centres are operating in 18 different .countries in Africa s Algeria, J
Cameroon/Central' African Republic, Chad, Congo-Brazzaville, Dahomey, :

Djibouti,' Ethiopia, Gabon, Ivory Coast, Libya, Madagascar, iiali, Morocco,

Niger, Togo, Tunisia and Upper Volta. _ .

Supervisory staff - the major companies 'organize, in their vocational

training'centres, further training for workers to be promoted soon to ■ ■ .

the status' of charge-hands. They also organize adaptation courses for ;

technicians recruited directly from public educational institutions. '■

Parallel with these local programmes which are on the increase,. ...

. African companies, particularly those with a relatively small staff,
continue to-use1the schools and centres of aiectricite de France'for . ;

training their future professional and supervisory staff, and for .training. .

and' providing advanced training for highly skilled technicians. ■ ... '

.At professional level, the. companies, give maximum encouragement

to local students who.are preparing for entrance to. universities and ...

■ engineering, schools abroad and follow, up the progress of those suitable, :

for posts .in the technical, administrative or management sections of the ...

establishment.. - • . ...■ ■■■■■.

In particular,, in-service training in units or a^. working sites...

of Electricite de France is widely used to advantage by .some of the . .

professional staff, either before recruitment, or after some year,s of

professional-.. practice in African establishments. . . . ■

Finally, considerable training opportunities -are offered to the

establishments by Blectricite de France, advanced training and. the

■ re-training of instructors used in the vocational training'centres. :

■ This important programme consists of training courses at the Centre

d'etudes.et d'applications.pedagogiques (CI?TAP) at Gurcy-le-Chatel,
in some cases supplemented by additional courses in Electricity de France

establishments. . -

Programmes and methods used in the centres ■ . _ ■ .

The basic reasons for the organization and operation of African , .

vocational training centres oan be summarized as follows: . , „

- It appeared that training programmes should begin at the very

bottom of the staff ladder so that the large mass of workers in each
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establishment 'could cross "a threshold of basic skills" which were to
-give them wide basic'.training*. -Such, a programme, ran on two leyelsy
consists mainly of basic training foran electrician, in some cases for .
those workers having only a rudimentary education, preceded by a training

course in "functional literacy and introductory technical training".

.:. .: These two training programmes make it possible to establish a

valuable inventory of aptitudes, the starting point of rational guidance

towards the various skills required by -the establishment and the advised

promotion of the better elements ofiiie staff,

"'- ■■" Basic training thus developed is then followed by courses in.-

special skillss blectro-meohsnics., alec t~-o~ thoraxes * switchboard

operating eto/. . "".'■.

-■-. -':--The training of charge-hands has not been dealt vich yet, except

■ I'n^the larger centres where advanced training courses in technical

training and practical 'work, general training courses ?.nd introductory
courses in organization, management, industrial relations and leadership

are provided* . '■' , .

The training thus provided is of a specific nature and tends to

prepare those showing promise in special -fields en a continuous basis
for specific-duties. This is particularly so in the case of staff used in

a1technical and administrative capacity in provincial branches for rural

electrification programmes. ... •"

Bat such objectives can only be attained where such training is.

provided for young specialists beginning.tb.eir career or adult members

of the staff following re-training courses, and sound teaching methods'

are used. In particular, training in electrical engineering and

technology whioh by their very tiaturs are not, truly similar except in .

so far as the audio-visual and teaching methods used, which are adapted

to the ability of the staff to be trained, aro more or less the same.

. "' Such, methods have been studied-and implemented by the specialised

units of Electricite d& Francs and made available to some centres which

have in some cases developed them by adapting them to their oirn needs.

This makes it possible to provide technical, technological and practical

training by using the analytical method and ohen the synthetic for the . .

direct preparation of staff already employed in skilled jobs in the

establishment. . -.■ ■ ' ■ ■

Among the. teaching ■methods in.current use specific mention should

be made of the follcwing: . ■ ■'

, -A plan of experiments and a series of films covering a complete

course on the basic laws of electricltyB •■- . -

, - A set of 25 standard .experimental-kits, for teaching electrical

engineering.
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These kits make it possible to deal with 25 different subjects

(electrical water-heating, fluorescent lighting, breaking electrical . - '/■
current, electric motors, alternators, transformers, automobile, circuits,

etc), used on a wide scale by Electricite de France either in decentralized,
programmes(in production) to improve the training.of workers, or in
centralized .programmes (schools and centres) in briefing courses. , . -

».

- A special kit for functional literacy has been studied for staff

in the electrical industry'in developing countries. It makes it possible -.i/
to stimulate literacy by associating the apprenticeship with a basic. . ''.
technical vocabulary and thus.identify aptitudes for the guidance of
better elements towards a higher form of training, . . '

- An electrical network for training puposes and a set of kits for "' ■
teaching industrial safety for staff employed in production and distribution
networks. ■ .

- A kit for detecting faults for training personnel used in laying
lines and maintaining electrical switchboards (main stations, sub-stations,
distritxition stations, etc.)- ■ * ■

- A model voltage regulator for training personnel .used in runnin*
modern thermal power stations. ■ ' ■ .

- A kit (experimental., switchboards and experimental kits and practical • ■
exercises) for providing basic training in electronics. The rapid
development of electronics and its progressive integration in electrical
equipment used in power stations and transport and distribution networks

S^rss*^sincpea8ine mraberofhighlyquaiified ii«f
Difficulties

Before making a summary of the programmes carried out, it is usual' '
to refer to the difficulties encountered by those responsible* for
organizing and carrying out the programmes. . ■ . \

■ _ - First of all, the size of the establishments under consideration
varies greatly from one country to another, so to the human, material,
and financial factors which are used locally in the establishments.
^r7r £ «??«?*hioal attribution and the limited number of staff

sto3ss as ^"ss

I '

+hfl i~ ^lt^ou^1the situation has shown marked, improvement for some years
the laok of piblio vocational training establishments is heavily feltin

^ifTiZl y °t C°Tri6S Und6r —deration. Basic training of "
staff members has.therefore been taken over by the establishments
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should nevertheless "be. responsible only for specialized training and

for the further- training of adult staff.

In addition, it has been necessary to take certain psycho-sociological

factors into account:

- * ' ■
- lack of industrial outlook of the staff to be trained, thus- ~

tl .requiring permanent mental adaptation to the organization, structures,

* and specific skills required by the establishment',

- i

- the marked tendency of young Africans with a good basic general'

education to neglect the technical and practical knowledge which are

indispensable for an industrial profession,

- the number of languages which hamper mutual understanding,'

- the influence of the family environment which in the case of

young professionals and young supervisory staff could be considerable

" in oases where authority is based on competence and not on seniority

or certain privileges,

—" scepticism - some times even hostility - usually more instinctive,

than rational, of certain expatriate professionals and supervisory staff,

. ' towards the vocational training programmes run by the establishment.

'.' • . . Summary - Africanization ' ' ■

. ' The drafting of a summary of vocational training programmes which

have been outlined raises the problem of the Africanization of staff

in the establishments. ■ .

- Thanks to the effort made in basic training at the lowest levels

. ■ . of the hierarchy (functional literacy, introductory technology, basic

training), it is estimated that operating staff in the technical line

. is almost totally Africanized at present.

■ ■• = — In the larger companies* the Africanization of supervisory staff

is well on its way and'has reached a level of 75 Per cent of this category

of staff. It is very clearly less advanced in other establishments which

. • - do not have the same training and recruiting possibilities outside that

'. . of the training provided by public educational institutions.

To supplement the programme developed at the level of providing

basic skills, there still remains important fields to be entered, in all

the establishments, that of providing systematic training in supervisory

skills, and higher training for technicians and assistant engineers.

- The Africanization of professional staff has been initiated with

some success. It raises problems which are more-difficult, but the will

of governments and of the managers of the companies to see young qualified

African professionals in professional'and managerial posts should lead

to satisfactory solutions in the majority of establishments. Nevertheless,
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some delay is still necessary before the objectives fixed by each
oompany may be reached, and before the new :pro,fessional staff can acquire

the experience and maturity which are absolutely indispensable. The
integration of the young professionals in the existing structures also ..

raises specific problems which will have to be resolved in the near future.

Future prospects , . > ■

The continued expansion of companies producing and distributing N .

electricity, the establishment of modern installations which are
becoming more complex each day, the development of a rural electrification
programme, industrial, domestic and artisanal .uses of electricity,

'require highly varied skills which require a formal'system of training -
of a highly qualified staff. To these requirements are added those

resulting from Africanization programmes, .which" as we have seen, are. . ■.

moving rapidly at the senior and middle levels of the staff. hierarchy.
That is to say that the methods used, at present should be used to the
maximum and in some cases supplemented, to meet.the requirements already

appearing in the various establishments, , . ■

. -■ _ ■ ■'

In future, development programmes in the countries under consideration-

should be geared towards the following objectives: , ■ ■ .'

. - Collaboration between the companies and public educational '
institutions should be strengthened, so as to improve the recruitment

of local youth having a.basic technical education and to encourage

the applications of valid candidates "for entry to trade schools, in'

the more developed countries. . ' '■ ?'-..'■•

Thus, the centres established by the companies would be free to . ■
give the-greater part. of.. their time to specific training programmes - (.

which concern them directly: specialization, vocational, guidance,' adult . ,

training, training for promotion, etc.. .. ■ • •-...*■

In som^ cases, co-operation saould go as .far au the establishment.

of "larger centres" for providing training in production, transport and ■

distribution of electricity, and also in related areas for specialists
who will work in "the administrative sector, in private" industries and \

even in hand'icrats- ' , ■>

.-■•'- As soon as is possible, an efficient system should be set up-to

ensure specialized training for supervisory staff and technological

and practical training for young African engineers- ■

It is'a question of extending existing facilities which have.so

far been' successfully used for operating staff.

■ 'It has become commonplace to stress the importance of the supervisor

in the staff hierarchy. In permanent contact with workers and employees,

his role is particularly important both in transmitting orders and

instructions as well as in training. He is an important link in two-way
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communications and a means of maintaining efficiency.

In addition to,;detailed technological and. technical knowledge,■the

supervisor should .possess marked personal qualities j. and should lekrn- "

work, planning, ..and.organizational methods .which are. not necessarily

inherent.. , .Training of supervisory staff should./therefore consists both

of indispensable technical,and.general training:which would" develop

aptitudes of leadership and management* '

■"'" -7 .■•'■■-■ . ■ ■' ■■ ■ ■
■ Moreover, it has been o.bserved that the.young professionals, in

Particular the. young engineers frequently find it difficult to integrate

in the structures of the'establishment and,to exercise their authority'

over supervisory and operating staff.. . . - .

Organising within the context of professional training, specialized

technological courses and suitable practical exercises for their benefit)

would increase their possibilities of promotion to responsible-posts.

- -But the members of.^he staff which are at present engaged in the .

various electricity, companies do not justify the organization of such

training, in each centre., The teaching .equipment and.staff which are

required represent an investment and such operating-costs can only be ■"

accepted at a certain level of operations.

■ Some Regional multinational centres should therefore be established
to provide the following training: . .

._' - training of young supervisory staff arid charge-hands, .'

- - training of highly'specialized staff (electronics, cottage
-■' . regulation, telecommunication, /etc™),

-technological and professional' training for young.engineers,"

. - advanced training for management staff3 and : '..

.; - training and advanced training for African instructors.

.. There could be a sub-regional centre set up in each specific field

'.such as electricity production (steam - diesel ,- hydraulic) - distribution

of electricity and water- electrical control, electronics, telecommunica-'

tions. It would be provided with all the equipment necessary for running
a boarding school.

.On the other hand, primary centres would continue to provide training
for operating staff (basic skills) as well as methodic preparation of
staff for courses organized by the sub-regional centres. . ■ .

Conclusion .

.It is estimated that vocational training programmes which have

been used successfully for some twelve years1 in the electricity establish-

ments under consideration have attained their limited objectives. To

a. large extent supplemented by training, in.the schools and centres of
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Electricite de France, of a large number of.young Africans,' had made
it possible to meet the expansion needs..of the establishments while

ensuring the Africanization of operating" staff and some middle." level"
staff.- The managers and the staff of these establishments are most
aware of the problems raised by such programmes and are convinced of
the necessity to continue and strengthen .them. ■

Hit although all the centres which have been established represent
an adequate infrastructure for training the lower levels of staff, they
are too small and lack the equipment required,-.in.most. cases, for '.-. .
training professional and supervisory staff.- For the new programmes-■ ■
to be profitable they should therefore be concentrated in "selected"
sub-regional centres which possess both the teaching and accommodation
requirements necessary. . " . >

■ ^ The electricity establishments have already agreed to make, a great
effort in training their staff,- in spite of" the financial cost they
will have to meet m order to accelerate the consumption of electricity
and the-expansion of the establishments. Therefore, they must have. >. -
the assistance of donor organizations, either bilateral or multilateral-■ •;
to-.caxry out the programmes on which the Africanization of staff dependa*


